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Share The Forgotten Realms Player's Guide is an addition to dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition, published in September 2008 to support the forgotten Realms tune-up game, originally developed by Ed Greenwood. It should be used in part with the Forgotten Realms Campaign Guide. This 160-page book provides new options for
customizing the Forgotten Realms campaign for 4th edition characters. Players can create new characters using a new class of Swordmage, new races such as Sleepy (Dark Elves) and Genasi (Elementary Planetouched Humanoids), path samples, and feats. Credits to Rob Heinsoo led the Forgotten Realms Player Game Design Guide,
with Logan Bonner and Robert J. Schwalb also credited on the cover for the design. Developers include Stephen Schubert as presenter, Mike Merles, Rodney Thompson, Andy Collins, and Jeremy Crawford. William O'Connor was a cover illustrator. Also see community content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated.
Forgotten Realms Player's Guide GenreRole-playing gamePublisherWizards of the CoastPublication date2008Media typePrintISBN978-0-7869-4929-8 The Forgotten Realms Player's Guide is an addition to the 4th edition of dungeons and Dragons. The contents of The Forgotten Realms Player's Guide presents the modified settings of
Forgotten Realms from the perspective of adventurers exploring it. This guide includes all that the player has to create a character for the DDR campaign in the 4th edition of The Forgotten Realms settings, including new feats, new character powers, and new ways of paragon and epic fate. The book also adds two races of players, Srow
and Genasi (humanoid incarnations of Elementary Chaos), and three classes of players: Swordmage, an eladrin style of fighting that uses spells to enhance the art of character with a blade, 1 Dark Warlock Pact, sendup of the sleepy warlock type found in the player's handbook, and Spellscarred, The Victims of Spellgue. Most of their
powers are associated with rather unpleasant secret fiery spells. The Forgotten Realms Player's Guide was written by Greg Bilsland, Logan Bonner, Eric L. Boyd, Rob Hainsoe and Robert Schwalb and published in 2008. The book features works by Matt Cavotta, Miguel Coimbra, Brian Chippy Dugan, Jesper Edge, Wayne England, Lucio
Giordani, So Hemmy, Goran Joshic, Rob Lazzaretti, Howard Lyon, Warren Mahi, Brian Miller, William O'Connor, Ryan Sasse, Mike Suss, Mike S. Shannon Appelkline noted that with the fourth edition of Dungeons and Dragons, the Wizards planned to publish only three books for each setting, and after that they will start on a new setting
next year: The Forgotten Realms campaign (2008), Забытые Realms Player's Guide (2008) и FR1: FR1: Spellgard Tower (2008) kicked off the cycle ... and there were some of the wizards of the worst supplements ever. This was largely because the Wizards decided to destroy the old Forgotten Kingdom to make it fit into their point of
light settings ideas. The old gods and the NPC disappeared, the kingdoms fell, the timeline was dramatically advanced and the kingdom lay in ruins. From the scathing views that new installation books got, it seems likely that they did as much to alienate existing fans from the fourth edition game as the basic rulebooks had. Simply put, if
you're playing a character in the 4E version of Realms, you need this book. [...] My favorite section of the book is called Thes. It describes the most important regions and cities of the game world, modified for the needs of players: you are given samples of character archetypes (Monster Hunter or Enigmatic Vigilante' that would be
especially suitable for the region, as well as enough background that even a raw newcomer will be able to play the role convincingly. [...] There's a lot of Forgotten Realms Player's Guide misses out, but it's for players, not DMs. Necessarily limited by keeping certain information out of the hands of the PC, the book does a great job at
presenting what they need. Inquiries: b c d e Two books to enhance your campaign. Wired. 2009-04-29. ISSN 1059-1028. Received 2020-08-29. Shannon Appelkline (2011). Designers and dragons. Mongoose Publishing. ISBN 978-1-907702-58-7. Extracted from the This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that.
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